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Roman S Shapoval The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It's always darkest before the Red Dawn of communism.

The Sun will always shine up above - set that intention at the Sunrise, and trust in our bodies, minds,

and GOD to see us through the madness.
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Mig May 13

To me you are a light yourself, or you let the sun shine, I don't know, the effect is the same as well

essential to me

Thank you so much for lighten ways I didn't know of, to live instead of just surviving while being

afraid of unsane people everywhere, suffer, and not knowing where the actual threat is

Keep up the good work please, I read your substacks, your comments everything for quite a while

now, and I am very sure you show them too that goodness, combined with intelligence and OR a

curious mind, and supporting others and especially children to be curious about all (they like), will

always unevitably lighten darkness so evil will solve by itself because it cannot survive anything

good at all I guess.

I do know how to say it properly, am dutch, so I lack some wordknowledge, but in my opinion are

you and your family the living proof of this fact, which we cannot seen to be confirmed enough!
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Mig May 13

Excuses me, I wanted to say I am probably not the only person who needs your light in this

dark times.

And..I made at least one other mistake:

'I do know how to say it properly'

Had to be

'I do NOT know how to say it properly'

I am sorry for not being able to to use the correction button too.

I am a bit analoge. As much as possible actually;-)
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Paul Vonharnish May 13

Yes. Enjoy the sunshine while you can. Avoid the tertiary syphilis of 8000+ years of military

"mind". Pray to a god that smiles upon a soldiers creed death and destruction.

https://www.army.mil/values/soldiers.html

Then ponder how our diseased intellects approve of genocide and slaughter.

https://chrishedges.substack.com/p/israels-willing-executioners

Peer into the madness. How does it taste?
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The Ineffable May 14

With respect, while there are elements of communism that has taken place with the pre-planned

unleashing of the pandemic, to deny or turn a blind eye to the depths of fascism that the DoD has

been involved with all of this is, at best, disingenuous, and seems to me worth taking as seriously

as the threat of communism.

My overall point being: the psychopaths and sociopaths running the evil game will use any and all

opportunities to further profit off of humanity's murder, maiming, enslavement, trafficking, and

financial ruin, however they see fit, and it would be wise of us to be both aware and capable of

pointing out their evil practices as they appear as effort to prevent them from playing us against

each other instead of against them, as they have proven long skilled in accomplishing.
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Debbie Lerman Debbie Lerman's Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you Sasha - this is another good addition to our mountain of evidence that Covid was a

“national security “ not a public health event. One important note: it’s curious to me that a German

writer focuses exclusively on Moderna and Pfizer and the American DoD. BioNTech is actually the

Moderna twin in Germany and (I’m guessing - someone needs to do the research in this) followed the

exact same trajectory w the German/European biowarfare industry using the same technology from

the same source: Katalin Kariko - who, as you have pointed out and I have confirmed, was part of the

Communist biowarfare industry in Hungary and then switched sides and provided her mRNA tech to

both BioNTech and Moderna. Why is there not a single German or European journalist (except alias

Robert Kogon, who doesn’t believe in “conspiracy theories “) who is investigating Germany and the

EU/NATO’s role in the biowarfare shenanigans leading to the “pandemic”?
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Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

Yes, I looked into the funding of BioNTech via a European venture funding database at some

point. It is exactly like Moderna, lots of money poured in from all kinds of sources for a long time,

and no products. They licensed IP widely, I also have a lot of contracts I downloaded. But I need a

team of 10 analysts to go through this stuff, and it didn't provide any qualitatively different answer

from what we learned about the DOD program.

Re covid as national security - yes! Also, Sars Cov virus was "extinct" in nature by 2006

according to Ralph Baric, it existed only in samples in labs. He claimed maybe "zoonotic

reservoirs" existed. That is if one believes their virus hogwash in the first place.
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Debbie Lerman Debbie Lerman's Substack May 13

Yes - we would need teams of researchers to get all the info that remains uninvestigated!

Not sure how German/EU funding for Moderna fails to provide a “qualitatively different”

answer than US DoD being in charge of everything.

The global aspect of this is absolutely crucial not just for understanding Covid but for

knowing what we’re up against in every realm: agriculture, banking, energy…
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Sasha Latypova May 13 · edited May 13 Author

The reason the answer is the same, the money comes from all sorts of sources, for

BioNT it was private funding like Bill Gates and DOD, other pharmas. Many funding

entities are hidden as limited partners in the venture/private equity funds, and the

largest source of funding is probably the DOD via Pfizer, so it's the same. I did not see

any German gov or EU gov funding, they were all private venture and equity funds. So

my conclusion - this is the private global oligarchy running largely via the DOD/US

financing this op.
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A.J. A.J.’s Substack May 16 · edited May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The top two official founders of BioNTech are 2 German brothers based in Zug,

Switzerland, the Swiss capital of blockchain and startup funding. The comfy land

of secret banking and secret corporations like the family held mega-pharma Roche

which has had corporate whistleblowers put in jail like one who revealed a price

fixing scheme. Sometimes those companies get fined, but it's just rounding errors

for them. Piercing through that legal Swiss corps secrecy is tough.

Meet one of the BioNTech brothers: https://www.forbes.com/profile/thomas-

struengmann. Place your bets if they are the real deal or just strawmen.

Zug is where Nestle started to market powdered milk and pushed new human

mothers the idea that it's better than even mothers' first milk, the colostrum loaded

with antibodies for new mammal babies to help create healthy human immune

systems.
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Thumbnail Green Oxymoron’s Substack May 13

That sits with Mike Benz’s take on the power structure and his analogy of gov

being front push bike and big money interests in the slip stream using less energy

and then swooping in once the main work is done.

Also David Martin’s Daszack quote applies Re racketeering
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JWM_IN_VA May 13

The Monster...
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Debbie Lerman Debbie Lerman's Substack May 13

That’s interesting! Thanks Sasha
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Only One Truth Only One Truth May 14

According to BioNTech's filing in Germany as of December 2019, the BNT162 product as

indicated for COVID19 was being manufactured by Fosun along with Pfizer / BioNTech - both

entities in China per the German filing. I didn't know if it was appropriate to post the link here.

The "pandemic" wasn't announced until March of 2020. Also - if you review Black and Veatch -

they paid consulting fees to a subcontractor friendly to the son of the current ruler in America in

November 2019 - specifically for COVID19 research. This is amazing prescient knowledge

considering "we" just found out about COVID the following year.

Let's not fool ourselves - those that took the injection participated in the largest clinical trial in

history.
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nymusicdaily May 15

there is one european journalist - reiner fuellmich and look where he is now
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Mike Sweeney, Team Dustin My Journey with Team Dustin May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha,

Two other pieces to be aware of:

From 2021 - https://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2021/june/synthetic-bioweapons-are-

coming (I am a Member of the Naval Institute).

Pfizer is the 4th largest contractor to the DoD: https://about.bgov.com/top-defense-contractors/
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LoveOneAnother May 14

Now that we understand the history better, the synthetic bioweapons article reads like a covert

confession with of course the requisite scare mongering. Good links!
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Debbie Lerman Debbie Lerman's Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Just a final note: there seems to be a concerted effort happening lately whereby non-US entities are

publishing/compiling lots of publicly available info about US DoD orchestrating the whole Covid Vax

Extravaganza while ignoring their own governments’ massive roles in this (Democracy Manifest comes

to mind - just a hunch) and - more importantly- obscuring the GLOBAL NATURE of the enterprise .

The biggest threat to us right now is the UN-funneled OneHealth agenda (partially being pushed by

the WHO but much much bigger and more insidious) as well as Agenda 2030 - all global power grabs

by the moneyed corporations and individuals from every country , coming together to “save us from

pandemics “ and “solve the climate crisis.” That’s where they don’t want us to look.
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Sasha Latypova May 13 · edited May 13 Author

WHO treaty is irrelevant, largely for show, IMO. The international laws are not enforceable, and

everything that WHO wants to do is already firmly enshrined in the US federal and most state

laws (which are enforceable). The HHS and any state health dep can already arrest you without

due process, throw you into a military detention facility, kill you, and label it Disease X death, and

do the same with your children. Yet, nobody talks about this! Same picture exists for all western

countries that participated in the covid murder exercise, in fact some countries are worse

(Australia, NZ, Germany).

I personally believe it's US DOD was in charge of all of the global covid scam, because of the flow

of money and the role played by the FDA to certify the DOD's fraud. Other regulatory agencies do

not do anything, and FDA leads the ICH process anyway, it has been a de-facto drug regulator for

the world for many years. This certification of the fraud was critical to give cover to those in

"healthcare and science" who knowingly went along, and those who simply believed the health

authorities. There is a group of owners (private global mafia) that use US Gov and DOD as their

imperial enforcer because of the power of the dollar and the power of the US military. But the

owners are all global, i.e. they do not care which country they reside in, and it doesn't matter that

much, because they are not state actors. They are just very powerful criminal oligarchs.
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Thumbnail Green Oxymoron’s Substack May 13

Why Hillary Clinton is seen to shit her pants when things don’t go Soros’s way!
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Former UK resident May 13

I have the same sense. This is a health oriented version of the ICC - Netanyahu

Shenanigans. No clear int'l legal framework as such. Rightly With or without the WHO, your

country could still impose the control domestically.

And yet people are so excited about the protest aspect when it's likely to be already

infiltrated by the CIA and Soros & Sons and other money sponsors already known to support

the both sides. So absurd.

Side track. I saw the flyer for the Tokyo protest (against the WHO). Peculiar choice of

language in Japanese. A bit of mishmash of the 1960's & 70’s radical left student movement

+ new age/manga animé). It almost reveals who could be behind (the pun intended :-P)

You won't be surprised if you see fake protesters at the Tokyo rally.
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Debbie Lerman Debbie Lerman's Substack May 13

BioNTech not Moderna
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Elizabeth Hart Vaccination is political May 16

Hi Debbie, you say: "there seems to be a concerted effort happening lately whereby non-US

entities are publishing/compiling lots of publicly available info about US DoD orchestrating the

whole Covid Vax Extravaganza while ignoring their own governments’ massive roles in this

(Democracy Manifest comes to mind - just a hunch) and - more importantly- obscuring the

GLOBAL NATURE of the enterprise".

I'm acquainted with Democracy Manifest as we exchange info and ideas, and I proofread DM

articles.

I disagree that DM ignores "their own government's massive roles in this...".

See for instance:

- The Great Preset & the Biodefense Boondoggle:

https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/the-great-preset-and-the-biodefense

- Plotting the "Pandemic": https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/plotting-the-pandemic

- "A military-pharmaceutical apparatus": https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/a-military-

pharmaceutical-apparatus

I've been investigating vaccination policy for years, since 2008 starting with pet

vaccination...which seems incredible now! Where things have come to...it's unbelievable...

We're coming to terms with the fact 'our own governments' are betraying us, it's a shocking thing

to realise.

Relevant to this is bombshell information DM uncovered in a video of a media event held in the

US on 5 March 2020, during which US 'Military Medical Leaders' discussed "whole of

government" efforts for the development of vaccines and other "countermeasures" to "protect

the citizens of the world" against Covid-19. Towards the end, infectious disease expert NelsonExpand full comment
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David Lamson May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sixty-five yrs ago, the US President, himself a former general, warned of the dangers of the rising

military industrial complex, combined with govt.-funded apparatchiks in various public and govt.

institutions. Add on today's corrupt Big Med/Science/Pharma and world Intel creeps, and having the

means to severely harm humanity, one wonders how many more must murdered before the populace

wakes up to the threat.

The good news is that the concept of viral and bacterial weapons appears to be unworkable, but,

certainly, the technologies available are sufficient to do significant damage. So, by consuming good

quality food and water, and avoiding the medical establishment, we have a good chance of escaping

their dastardly schemes.

But, thank you for the post- if each person who learns of this tells only one other, it will not be long

before enough people know that these devils can be defeated.
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zuFpM5*M May 13 · edited May 13

This is excellent background information and it begs a question that is not really right for the scope of

the article but is important to ask: do the scientists in the vaccine and virology field know that

vaccines don't work?

Given that there are many studies and books examining this question and finding vaccines lacking, we

have to then ask whether anyone in the know really believes that a vaccine of any sort could be a

defense against a bioweapon?

Futher, as Ms. Latypova often points out, the viability of simultaneously highly contagious and lethal

bioweapons is questionable. So then if the purported weapon and the purported defense are both

dubious, what is going on?

We can craft a different story from this chain of suppositions. If it is difficult or impossible to make a

bioweapon that is contagious and deadly and, even were you able to do so, defending against it with a

vaccine is implausible as few or no vaccines are effective, what is the purpose of billions of vaccine

and bioweapon R&D?

Well, what if they can make an agent that is deadly but not contagious. This is plausible. There are

plenty of possibilities with bacteria even if we are suspicious of their ability to make virus. There are

poisons, etc. Recent news shows they can definitely also make gene therapies that kill.

So they have a bioweapon but it doesn't spread and vaccines wouldn't work against it-- how to make

it viable? Put it in a syringe. Get people to have it injected.

This neatly wraps up all the logical inconsistencies of preparing ineffective vaccines for non-existent

pandemic viral threats. There are investing in a weapons platform whose deployment relies entirely on

the public belief in pandemics.

EDIT: One further thought is that the next stage of this weapon's development would likely involve

trying to make it self-spreading to some degree. Note the interest in collecting evidence of shedding,

the 'self-replicating' versions they want to make for the future. The potential for food supply

contamination. The desire for a no-puncture vaccine, etc... .
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George Chyz May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

You got it. That's what many of us have been discussing for a few years now. Sasha recently

posted an article on the mRNA vaccines that are being injected into livestock. An important piece

of the global COVID event is that ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine, and vitamin D are all very

effective against whatever it is that causes COVID aka Influenza. I'm convinced that the actual

cause is EMF radiation, in this case 5G, but Sasha seems to believe that it's a chemical toxin.

Either way it's some sort of toxin, not a virus.
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Marice Nelson May 13

This is the plot of the excellent British series, utopia . Their plan plays the long game with high

rates of attrition over time . What I want to know is how many of those pulling the strings are true

believers of some sort in the mess we are currently in?
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Brien Brien’s Newsletter May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It seems to me that much of this acquired a ‘life of its own’. In other words, in the absence of a

powerful No, the answer was Yes. This would happen in a world where the best lacked both conviction

and power, and the worst were full of passionate intensity, to paraphrase Yeats. The most important

derivative problem of the modern world can perhaps best be summed up as ‘Just because something

can be done does not mean that it should be done’. This very important axiom cannot be addressed

except in a world where power is alloyed with wisdom. That world no longer exists.
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MDskeptic May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I find Taufer's analysis of mRNA military logic plausible EXCEPT that it ascribes a purely defensive

function to the "vaccines". I believe these products to be "dual purpose": 1-genetic control 2-

democide., neither of which seeks to protect or defend populations.
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Rob (c137) Robert's Occam's razor May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Moderna sounds like that Theranos company scam.

"From the beginning, Bancel made clear that Moderna’s science simply had to work. And that anyone

who couldn’t make it work didn’t belong.

The early Moderna was a chaotic, unpredictable workplace, according to former employees. One

recalls finding himself out of a job when a quick-turnaround experiment failed to pan out. Another

helped train a group of new hires only to realize they were his replacements."

https://www.statnews.com/2016/09/13/moderna-therapeutics-biotech-mrna/

Also the lipids they still use, they found to be toxic years before con-vid. I still cannot find out how the

"mRNA" gets to cells if the lipids that hold them are designed to be tough and not break down.... It

seems like the lipids are the reason why the dod picked it for this Theranos like sham. mRNA is just the

fake sci fi pseudoscience reason to use these lipids.

"For Moderna, that meant putting its Crigler-Najjar therapy in nanoparticles made of lipids. And for its

chemists, those nanoparticles created a daunting challenge: Dose too little, and you don’t get enough

enzyme to affect the disease; dose too much, and the drug is too toxic for patients."

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
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Gecko1 May 13

MurderNA.
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Marguerite Rothe Marguerite’s Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It doesn't take a crystal ball to see where all this madness is going to lead mankind. Perhaps, after all,

we are the dinosaurs of this age? When the bag of bullshit is full, it's time to empty it.
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Cushman May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

These are war profiteers. This bioweapon/vaccine industry is just another military-industrial racket. As

dangerous, manipulative, profitable and phony as the constant wars we fight. It's the exact same

model.
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blah blah’s Newsletter May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Anyone else think that a peculiarly-shaped building being used by the military command-and-control

center of the planet is...symbolically curious?
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Nestor Fulcanelli May 14

It is simplistic to assign "evil" meaning to a symbol. Study some sacred geometry. Nature makes

use of geometric forms as algorithms for growth. the Pentagon/Pentagram does not mean the

"Devil" per se. Sociopaths and those who fantasize they are "black magicians" may appropriate

symbols to the limit of their understanding, but they do not own them.

Look at the 6 sided hexagon: you can panic about 666 but bees make honey in hexagons;

Snowflakes are all hexagonal.

Don't be a simplistic snowflake. God's language via Nature is geometric, and can be used for

good or bad,... like technology.
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blah blah’s Newsletter May 14 · edited May 14

I wouldn't say it's "simplistic." I would say it's "aware." There are countless examples of

symbolism being used with evil intent; in fact, symbolism is the language of choice for

subversives, especially in a Christian civilization where "tolerance" of such things was out of

the question.

So, yes, your argument is good, theoretical, libertarian boilerplate, valid as far as it goes and

perhaps a bit naive.
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Nestor Fulcanelli May 14

I'm 80 and student of conspiracy "theories" since 60's, hardly naive as to what the evil

ones are up to. You applied evil meaning to the neutral Pentagon form as if that is the

only interpretation...which makes you also "willfully ignorant." "Evil" and "Good" are

subsets of a larger reality. Like it or not.
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blah blah’s Newsletter May 14 · edited May 14

I believe I called it "curious." It's begging to be understood. With all due respect,

symbolism, by definition, cannot be "neutral." So what does it mean? What did it

mean to the designers, who spared no effort or expense when creating such an

unmistakable and impossible-to-ignore "symbol?"

Since you brought it up, I'd wager the sybolism is Freemasonic, like the rest of DC,

or similar, and the mission of such organizations is not merely not "neutral", it's

decidedly anti-Christian. At the very least, it exalts the idea of man's power over all

things, over other men, God only knows what else. That sort of flies in the face of

Jesus King of Kings and Lord of Lords; again, as such, claiming neutrality here

is...pitiful.
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Nestor Fulcanelli May 14

It's humans who assign meaning to symbols. Geometric forms as Nature's

Legos. So is the meaning in the geometric form, or in the human mind?

As to Freemasonry, I am also appalled at the bogeyman projection and

oversimplifications. Early in its formation it was a movement for reason as

opposed to absolute monarchy and that power system, as well as the

corrupting aspects of Catholicism which only faked being Christian, while the

popes were deviates and criminals of the highest order.

Freemasons espoused the brotherhood of man (like in the Revolutionary war,

men from both sides meet as Freemasons off the field, despite being forced

to be opponents by governments at war).

Yes Masonry was weaponized by both subversive destructive forces

(Weishaupt) as well as by monarchies to control them (cointelpro of the day).

Philosophical Masonry was originally an intellectualization of practical

masonry, which build churches and then in a flowering eruption of Beauty, the

cathedrals, all built on Sacred Geometry...to celebrate the Glory and Beauty of

the Creator. And having your soul and spirit uplifted upon entering a cathedral

is the very essence of Christianity, to feel and know you are connected to the

Divine.

Jesus was not a "carpenter" as the Greek word is "tekton," BUILDER. If you

like the fairy tale version of the humble wood worker born in a manger, well

then, I can only say with the irony of the South: "Why bless your little heart

darling."
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Nestor Fulcanelli May 14

Addendum: many defensive forts were built in the shape of a pentagon. Do you believe

the majority of soldiers in the pentagon are "evil" and anti-American? I don't think so.

It's a top down subversion going on.
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blah blah’s Newsletter May 14 · edited May 14

Is it OK to be curious about why they are built in that shape? Is there some

material, strategic advantage for doing so? Can you demonstrate conclusively that

such a willful design is devoid of any symbolic meaning?
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Nestor Fulcanelli May 14

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygonal_fort Apparently there was a

defensive advantage. Of course all of that is meaningless today with artillery

and missiles.

I don't deny that SOME have ascribed symbolic meaning...according to their

beliefs. But consider that the pentagram generates the Golden Mean used as

a proportion (by "God") in our own bodily proportions, as well as in buildings

down through history. So maybe consider then that some folks might see in

the pentagon the symbolism for Beauty and Divine Design.
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consuelo May 13

I sure do.
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INGRID C DURDEN May 13

after all those millions Moderna still has not made anything useful. I recently read that the Crispr

method is not working properly either, cannot remember where. Why don't people just stop trying to
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method is not working properly either, cannot remember where. Why don't people just stop trying to

play God? Nature does a way better job.

Great article as usual !

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

Givenroom Givenroom’s Substack May 13

CRISPR-Editing Cells linked to Cancer Risk in 2 Studies (12-06-2018)….Cutting the genome with

CRISPR-Cas9 induces the activation of P53 so editing becomes more difficult. P53 dysfunction

can cause cancer, P53 mutations are responsible for 50% of ovarian cancers, 43% for colorectal

cancers, 38% Lung cancers, 35% Pancreatic and Liver cancers, 25% breast cancers. Studies

done in Karolinska university Sweden.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN May 13

Thank you for this information. I had no idea how high the danger! Combined with the jabs,

no wonder hundreds of thousands of people now have new cancer, untreatable cancer,

turbo cancer, and return of remission.. so sad.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Givenroom Givenroom’s Substack May 13

The credit goes to Sasha, she talked about it in one of her former substacks and I

remember also in the Highwire, I might be wrong Theresa Deisher ???

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Patrick S May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

and at every turn...you find the federal reserve note...

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

yes!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

robert stiles May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

No matter how it will be accomplished the murder of billions of "useless eaters" will be an expensive

proposition. The COVID scam cost hundreds of billions and so far is not achieving Deagel results.

THEY will probably wait until THEY insert Trump again before attempting 'Plan B"

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

JudyC May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Your first comment says it all, for me! There’s nothing new under the sun, it’s just a bigger “rinse and

repeat” with more deadly and evil components.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

DemocracyManifest DemocracyManifest Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Lots to delve into here - thanks Sasha! "It would be the costliest vaccine program in human history if it

wouldn’t be part of a long-term strategic defense effort moving forward in stages." Exactly right.

re "DARPA inaugurated a program called "World Demand for Nucleic Acids " (14) in 2019/ 2020, which

prepared the international pharmaceutical industry for its role", your readers might be interested in

these posts on "NOW" and the "DART":

https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/15-days-to-stop-the-spreadwith-vaccines

https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/if-a-new-virus-struck-tomorrow
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David Merrifield May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

These dumbass generals are pissing in the wind. Diseases inflicted on an enemy nation will end up

haunting their own citizens. Of course it’s been already proven that our generals are willing to sacrifice

US citizens so they are our enemies as well. Get rid of the Pentagon.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Elliott Middleton End Times Meditations May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The message to consumers is, "Do Not Comply!"

"Fool me once, shame on me (although I personally was not fooled)...."

Great investigative work, thanks. The paper trail is pretty damning.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

DemocracyManifest DemocracyManifest Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

A related academic article from 2015 that anticipated Covid, and overlaps with Latypova-Watt:

“Medical countermeasures for national security: A new government role in the pharmaceuticalization

of society” by Stefan Elbe https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277953614002664

https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/the-security-state-set-up

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Paving the Way May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It would make sense that DARPA and their prostitutes created an event to allow for their grand

experiment to prove the wonderfulness of their new products (and justify their jobs and funding). Real

people work for DARPA and their prostitutes, although they be barely humanoid. A command-and-

control structure for the experiment would have been created.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

DemocracyManifest DemocracyManifest Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Also - beautiful roses!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

DrDoug DrDoug’s Newsletter May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you, Sasha, for this well documented expose on the long road that took us to the pandemic era.

The question many ask is: Were our "Defense" Dep't leaders actually playing with these new viruses

and corresponding vaccine technologies to DEFEND the population of the US? If so, we have arrived

at the point where it is clear that this project has failed, and we would therefore expect to see it see it

abandoned. If they were never really trying to defend us, then the project exists

1. To churn more government money into their pockets while ignoring death and destruction of others,

much like the rest of the Military industrial Complex does, and perhaps

2. to serve some depopulation agenda, in which case we will see this continue, as it is doing.

We have something to say in this regard. This is our government doing this, with the money that it can

print at will for the rest of the world's grifters. Time to say NO.

At the very least, we must do this by electing RFK, Jr., who has spoken and written about these

programs (see The Wuhan Cover Up), and who will DEFUND them.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

consuelo May 13

Boooooooooo

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fancy Nancy May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

So they are just a bunch of well educated, greedy satanists who managed to get most of the world's

population to be their guinea pigs and I bet many of them are just laughing at the suffering and plan

on continuing.

I'm just not into vaccines and never will be. I raised my kids that way too and now a grandaughter.

What will they do to us if we don't follow along like sheep?

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Marice Nelson May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The whole enterprise is so full of folly it beggars belief. Is it simply greed fueled by hubris? Or Are

those in control or what they think to be control some kind of death cult true believers?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Susan Hojdik May 13

Both

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

George Chyz May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I just love it when conspiracy theories blossom into certainty. Clearly the lovely roses express that

beautifully.
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David Kukkee May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Huge chunk of work done here Sasha...thank you again for making it possible for us to see it.
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BlazeCloude3 May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

 See you've been doing some light reading... 

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Yet Another Tommy Tommy's Excellent Newsletter May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

A giant experiment to improve biowarfare capabilities, maybe incidentally, but mainly a depopulation

program to maintain pathocratic control.

A panel in Australia talking about the WHO ignores all this.

Extraordinary meeting of experts on the WHO from Australia

https://merylnass.substack.com/p/extraordinary-meeting-of-experts

https://merylnass.substack.com/p/extraordinary-meeting-of-experts/comment/56243138
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Paving the Way May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Seems more like a giant program that exists to be a giant program. That means it sustains jobs,

allocations, grants, whole departments at universities, and egos. It is also a cool weapon thing

that creates hard-ons for the weaponeers. What is not to like?

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Yet Another Tommy Tommy's Excellent Newsletter May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Mass murder is not likeable.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Scare Crow May 13

Neither are people who don't understand obvious sarcasm.
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zuFpM5*M May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

If it is just money making, why not make something harmless? Either way it doesn't have to

'work' to do anything demonstrable since the approval studies are faked so how could the

result of pure wheel-spinning grift just incidentally turn out to cause turbo cancers and heart

failure so well at such a nice, tidy delay from the injection itself? That does not seem like an

accident.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Paving the Way May 13

They were designing military-style weapons and countermeasures, both of them

dangerous, although there was some naive hope among some of the creators and the

prostitutes and among the compartments deployed to distribute the junk, that the

countermeasure might work with minimal Mal effects. There was no basis for this belief.

Indeed it was criminal negligence. They got their experiment to promote their elixir. The

blob expands.
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The Ineffable May 14 · edited May 14 Liked by Sasha Latypova

And this is exactly why, under the Obama administration, it was claimed necessary to end gain-of-

function research within US territory, not because of the dangers of gain-of-function research as was

"sold" to the public, but in order to quietly and secretly outsource said research within facilities that

the US both supported and funded, along with having full access to said research for all necessary

pre-planned lockdown operation and rapid implementation of mRNA "therapy", as well as

scapegoating the clearly obvious dangers of a meerkat fucking a pangolin in a wet-market.
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Natalia Blagoeva The Human Advantage with Natali… May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I find this to be a very good explanation for the insanity we have been experiencing. Thank you!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Richard C Three Sages May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Outstanding analysis..
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Sam May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

So Obama was right? Billions of people took part in a medical experiment. Boy am I glad that I’m in the

control group.m
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micciot May 14 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Congress might want to question the last several Secretaries of Defense, no?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Givenroom Givenroom’s Substack May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It’s all in the movie I saw yesterday, No Time To Die from 2021, but as it turns out 007 now dying also

from the DNA weapon and the so good guys going rogue CIA, MK Ultra in pursuit of saving humanity

of course.
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Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 May 15 Liked by Sasha Latypova

May 14th 2024 Plannedemic 3.0 is in Effectt: If they test a Cow Patty with a fake PCR test or some

Chicken Poo, they will lockdown your city, kill all your animals and vaccinate you with poisons for Bird

Flu, Checken Flu, Cow Flu and 150 other mandatory vaccines as part of the UN’s Vaccination Agenda

2030. Is bird flu spreading in YOUR state? CDC launches new dashboard so you can track where

H5N1 is rising in wastewater https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-13417463/bird-flu-dashboard-

wastewater-cdc.html Plannedemic 3.0: WHO Circle Jerking back to the Bird Flu Hoax ft Kill All Pets,

Ban All Animals (Just like they do with the Chickens) with fake bird-flu! To Force Pandemic Treaty by

May 10th. https://nuremberg2.substack.com/p/plannedemic-30-circle-jerking-back?

initial_medium=video
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Steshu Dostoevsky Steshu’s Substack May 13

Huge contrarian flag to the German article, the absolute desperation to ensure that Every person in

the world received a dose or two of something. When world public puppet politicians threaten all their

citizens to get a jab or else, this went well beyond war preparations.
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David Michael Kennis May 13

I would upgrade to paid in a heartbeat if you had an audio version of this with you reading it. I'm trying

to limit my screen time. I learned of you on the RFK JR podcast. He has so many interesting people on

there! I rank you in the top five at least; no offense to the others. God be with you Sasha.
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consuelo May 13

Uh oh
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Agent Roger 23 full duplex The Weekly Rebuke May 13

The patent system has always been the mother of all perverse incentives.

Also intellectual property in general is very bad.

But we live in a lawfare-based world. Speaking against IP amounts to saying that our world has to be

destroyed. Obviously, the beneficiaries are going to mount resistance.

How would scientific and technological progress look like without any IP racket at all, anywhere? Most

likely, it would mean that everything would be cheaper and more accessible. Which is very bad news

to some businesses, but very good news to most consumers. And lawyers would have to keep their

hands to themselves.

It may even change the foundations of science. For instance, without the IP roadblock, someone may

come up with a better scientific model for chemistry than the atom and the electron. So everything

would have to be reimagined, which is pretty cool, in my opinion.

Imagine that: discoveries we are missing actually have the potential to describe all phsyics using other

paradigm that doesn't need any reference to mathematically constructed particles.

What if Ernst Mach was not as wrong as everyone thought?

I think this is the right stack to say this: what if nuclear bombs do not exist?

A larger question would be: what if all military-based cultures are mostly theatrical?
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Satchmo RIP May 13

Maybe someone else has a better understanding of why our military was and is working with the CCP

to make these monstrosities. WHO do we think the biggest enemy to the USA is?
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Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

They are not "our military". they work for global criminal cartel(s).
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Susan Hojdik May 13
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BW May 13

Do we know when our military was overtaken by the global cartel?
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Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

My guess is 1913, but could be earlier than that.
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JudyC May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The biggest enemy to the USA is those in our shadow government who would see everything in

this country destroyed in order to assure their power and control over everyday Americans.
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SW SW’s Substack May 16

https://rumble.com/v4uz97h-behind-the-deep-state-hidden-hand-behind-protests-on-

campuses-who...-and-wh.html Alex Newman has great videos on the enemies.
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Peter Haddad May 13

You're a perceiver . That makes you dangerous.

My estimates say that roughly 3% of humans are perceivers.

In humility, we assume that if we see it clearly, plainly, then others can too.

Sadly, no, they cannot, and that makes you dangerous.

You perceive, and thus possess something they cannot.

"I know something you don't know! Na-na-na-na-na-na!!"

People really hate that, don'tcha know...
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Cindy May 13

May Gid bless you with blessings from heaven for all you have done and continue to do for humanity,

putting your life on the line for each of us on this God created beautiful planet. It has been because of

you, Kathryn watt and Dr Jane Ruby that we are so blessed to have the TRUTH presented to us, to

those of us who have eyes to see and ears to hear, to have Gods discernment. I've never met you but I

can say sincerely, I love you, I adore iate and am so grateful for all you do. Thank you Sasha! Always to

THE POINT IN TRUTH!
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ArnoldF May 13

Sasha, I am still wearing my tin foil hat on this operation. I think it takes two to tango and my belief is

that the cov-vxx would not have been weaponized by the USA but by China having used what we and

other Western parties gave them (because we are so trusting of the CCP--"all one for the good of the

planet"). Would it be conceivable that the chinese are planning to deploy part II of a virus/vaccine that

will synergistically link up with the genetically transmogrified blood in the covid vaccinated, and with

some kind of genetic binary operation, create a magnified and lethal reaction where there will not be a

cure. When this happens, I expect China to invade a greatly decimated USA with its troops that have

been vaccinated with a real antidote or will be immune because they never took the mRNA version of

the previously poison jab--which they exported the genetic formula to the partners in the West for

mass production.
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Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

Oh, puhleeze!! China is in freefall and has been for some time. China has never invaded anyone in

its 5000+ year history!! Invasions can only be done when you have the strongest Navy in the

world!! They don't.
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SW SW’s Substack May 16

China has their tenacles in many countries.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/05/04/why-do-some-muslim-majority-countries-

support-chinas-crackdown-muslims/
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nymusicdaily May 15

china's rare adventures in imperialism have always been to the west. much easier to cross the

steppes than the ocean. i.e. belt and road
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Kali's Wrath MatrixWipeOut’s Substack May 13 · edited May 13

Interesting that you make reference to "P3" because did you know Sasha, that Benjamin Fulford has

been talking about the P3 Freemasons for decades? For example -

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2023/07/31/benjamin-fulford-july-31th-2023-first-hand-experiences-

with-various-secret-societies-that-control-the-world-updated/12/00/31/158289/news/stillness-in-

the-storm/ Elsewhere, Benjamin Fulford states that the P3 Freemasons "control the Black Sun

organization, the Vatican and large parts of the Pentagon- are calling for the world’s military forces to

take action because “all the politicians are corrupted by the financial system.” This call comes after

the Khazarian Mafia failed in the first phase of their plan to.." Benjamin Fulford is the former Toyko

Bureau Chief of Forbes Magazine, and speaks fluent Japanese.
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DV DV’s Newsletter May 13

Why do the vaccinated emit one or more Bluetooth signals??
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Penny Gaffney Penny’s Newsletter May 13

As someone who worked in the Pentagon long before Darpa, I believe DoD research into bioweapons

preceded it by at least a decade.
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Sasha Latypova May 13 Author

attempts at making and using bioweapons in war have been documented since at least the

middle ages.
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Susan J. May 13

Has the real risk of infection with severe symptoms in everyday life ever been calculated? Personally I

do not think people got sick from a virus, especially the thing called SARS-CoV-2, but the folks who

were committed to testing their vaccine did not care about that. If their thesis rests on the existence of

viruses, it is doomed.
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Sasha Latypova May 14 Author

Risk was extremely low (that was well shown in Pfizer clinical trials, out of 40K they got 170

"cases" in 6-8 months. It was miniscule risk, and the illness was treatable by HCQ or IVM,

steroids + vitamins and fluids
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Paul Vonharnish May 13

Partial except from the article: 'A wide variety of means of protection from biological weapons is

possible: Why: 1.) avoidance, distance and space - biological agents break apart and denature quickly

when exposed to the elements;'

I have a suggestion: 1.) avoidance, distance and space cause *military operatives to* break apart and

denature quickly when exposed to the elements;'

Perhaps civilians haven't considered that allowing military assholes safe quarter, feeding them in

civilian kitchens, and fucking them in civilian bedrooms, isn't very clever or effective...

I've never met an operative in military costume that I didn't want to shoot right in the face. Be sure to

keep fucking these low-life goons. It makes for great movie scripts...
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Douglas Lloyd Peck Stories for All Ages May 14

Sorry, this is off topic, I can't find a messaging button. My spike protein saga:

https://liveyosemite.wordpress.com/2024/05/14/dr-lee-merritt-spike-protein-is-a-hoax/
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Patrik May 14

Thank you Sasha. The link to the German article of Beate Taufer seems to be broken though, I cannot

access it here in Germany. Or is it geoblocked?
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Sasha Latypova May 14 Author

I am not sure, that's the link they provided.
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deleted May 13

Comment deleted

Sasha Latypova May 14 Author

what are you posting this nonsense CDC propaganda for here?
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Removed May 13 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Comment removed
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Gecko1 May 13

What if all "immunizations" are a con?
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Removed May 14

Comment removed

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Gecko1 May 14

Shannon Rowan's research would seem to indicate Jenner was a fraud, a crook, a

charlatan, and an all-round greedy nasty excuse for a man. So in answer to your

question: yes, I don't trust Jenner or his "work" one inch.
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